ABSTRACT
This is a study on the emotions experienced during family interviews for organ donation consent by a multidisciplinary team of the Transplant Centre in the state of Rio de Janeiro. It focuses on the emotion management strategies used by these professionals. **Aims:** To identify the emotions experienced by healthcare professionals during family interviews for organ donation consent; to describe the management of the emotions experienced by these professionals during family interviews; and to indicate measures to promote emotional education among the professional interviewers. **Method:** This is a qualitative descriptive study. The participants are nurses, social workers, psychologists and doctors who conduct/have conducted family interviews. The methodology will use an instrument for socioeconomic characterization, a questionnaire with eight core questions on the emotions experienced during family interviews and their management, and the Active Imagination technique proposed by Jung. The project has been approved by Ethics and Research of the University Hospital Antonio Pedro, under No. 321/1.
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SITUATION PROBLEM AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE

Donation and organ transplantation are complex processes that involve identification and maintenance of a potential donor; tests to evaluate and determine brain death through clinical, neurological and graphic examination; communicating diagnosis to relatives; conducting family interviews for donation consent; and in the case of consent, conducting the processes of capturing and distributing organs.

Family interview is defined as a meeting between potential donors’ families and one or more members of the transplant team, or other trained professionals, for obtaining consent for donation, and is highlighted in this study due to the emotional/subjective complexity it bears\(^1\). Therefore, professionals who conduct family interviews should be well prepared for presenting an appropriate technical and emotional approach.

However, the multidisciplinary team of the Transplant Centre that has been observed is not aware of such emotions. This unawareness, combined with a lack of emotional support and attention towards these professionals’ mental health, is the main problem of this study.

In this context, the concept of emotional education will be dealt with since emotional issues do happen and it is well recognized that awareness and an ability to manage one's own emotions is the best indicator of success\(^2\). It is noteworthy that healthcare and education have gone through such a transformation process that it inevitably leads to a historical reflection on these areas so as to construct new realities\(^3\).

GUIDING QUESTIONS

What emotions are experienced by professionals who conduct family interviews for organ and tissue donation? How do the professionals who conduct family interviews manage the emotions experienced during this process? What elements can be used to assess the level of emotional education among healthcare professionals?
AIMS

The general aim is to understand the emotions experienced by a multidisciplinary team of the Transplant Centre during family interviews for organ donation, focusing on the emotion management strategies used by these professionals. The specific objectives are to identify the emotions experienced by healthcare professionals during family interviews for organ donation, describe the management of such emotions by these professionals, and to indicate measures to promote emotional education among the professional interviewers.

METHOD

This study uses a descriptive qualitative approach and is based on Jean Watson's Theory of Transpersonal Caring and on the concepts of Emotional Intelligence and Emotional Education. The study setting is the Transplant Centre in the state of Rio de Janeiro. Participants include seventeen female nurses, two female social workers, three female psychologists and two doctors of both sexes, who work or have previously worked as family interviewers for organ donation consent. The percentages represented by these participants in relation to the total number of professionals from each category who conduct family interviews at the Transplant Centre studied are 81 percent for nurses, 100 percent for social workers, 100 percent for psychologists and 40 percent for doctors. This study has excluded those professionals who do not or have never conducted family interviews, and also those who are no longer members of the Centre’s transplant team.

Data collection, which is now under development, will occur in three distinct stages, as follows: 1) signing on consent forms; 2) completing the questionnaire for socio-cultural characterization that contains fifteen items, followed by a semi-structured interview with nine questions that aim to identify emotions and their management during family interviews; and 3) to conclude, the Active Imagination technique proposed by Jung will be applied. This consists of listening to music with closed eyes for about three minutes.
Subsequently, the researcher will ask the participants the following question: "When I talk about emotions in family interviews, which image comes to your mind?" The participants will be asked to answer the question by drawing the images with crayons on white A4 paper. Written words will not be used in this stage. The interviews will be recorded in an electronic device and will gradually be transcribed for later analysis. This project has been approved by the Ethics Committee of Antonio Pedro University Hospital, under No. 321/11, CAAE: 0336.0.258.000-11, thus respecting the ethical principles for research involving human participants, as provided in Resolution No. 196 / 96. Data analysis will be performed by content analysis.
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